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HAIRMAX® AT A GLANCE

COMPANY  
HairMax is recognized as the pioneer of at-home laser hair regrowth technology and is the undisputed global 
leader in the field, bringing doctor recommended laser light treatments to hair loss sufferers around the world. 
HairMax is dedicated to improving and enriching lives by incorporating the science of hair growth into every 
product we sell. We never forget that behind each sale is a person who has placed their trust in us, someone 
frustrated by hair loss and the effects it can have on their self confidence. We honor this trust by respecting our 
customers’ concerns and providing them with high quality solutions. 

7 FDA CLEARANCES & 14 MEDICAL DEVICE LICENSES
Since our founding in 2000, we have dedicated ourselves to making safe and effective Laser Phototherapy hair 
loss treatments available for home use. We embarked on an extensive research program designed to receive FDA 
Clearances as medical devices, not simply cosmetic ones.  After years of extensive research and development 
HairMax was granted the FIRST FDA clearance as a at home laser phototherapy device to treat hair loss and 
promote of hair growth.  We didn’t stop with just one FDA Clearance, HairMax Laser devices have been granted 
an unprecedented total of 7 FDA Clearances to date. 

HairMax laser devices are of the highest quality, with the most proof of consistent and predictable efficacy than 
any other device on the market. HairMax also holds 14 medical device licenses worldwide. 

7 CLINICAL STUDIES
Seven clinical studies have been conducted on HairMax laser devices at top medical research centers, including 
the Cleveland Clinic, University of Miami and University of Minnesota. These trials involved 460 men and women 
suffering from hereditary hair loss. After six months of use, over 90% of the study participants experienced significant 
hair growth, with an average increase in hair count of 129 new hairs per square inch. Additionally, HairMax 
users reported increased density and fullness, reversal of the thinning process and overall improvement in scalp 
health. There were no reports of harmful side effects. HairMax laser devices are the only laser phototherapy devices 
to have clinical studies results proving efficacy and safety, published in six peer-review medical journals.

MEDICAL ADVISORY BOARD
HairMax maintains a medical advisory board of key authoritative figures in the fields of dermatology and hair 
restoration. Our board members attest first-hand to the efficacy of low level laser therapy in the treatment of hair 
loss. Physicians on our medical board members are available for media interviews.
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HAIRMAX® AT A GLANCE

PRODUCT RANGE
* FDA Cleared Laser Hair Growth Devices
* Thinning Hair & Scalp Treatments - SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, SCALP EXFOLIATOR, FOLLICLE ACTIVATOR
* Dietary Supplements - Promote healthy hair and scalp
* Hair Building Fibers - Sprinkle on a full head of hair

AWARDS

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
HairMax is sold through a variety of distribution channels including:
 
PRESTIGE RETAIL: Department stores such as Neiman Marcus, Nordstroms, Bergdorf Goodman and Harrods.
MASS RETAIL: Ulta, Sephora, QVC USA (Italy, UK), The Shopping Channel Canada and Citruss TV (Dubai), TVSN Australia. 
PROFESSIONAL: Bosley, Hair Club, Hair Restoration Clinics, Phyicians Offices, Hair Salons and Med Spas. 
DIRECT: HairMax is sold globally in over 170 countries worldwide and at www.HairMax.com

MEDIA MENTIONS
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PRESS RELEASE
HairMax launches the LaserBand 41, the First Laser Hair Growth Device with Breakthrough Flex-Fit design 
at Beauty Tech, CES 2017 in Las Vegas.

HairMax announces the launch of the new LaserBand 41, the first hair growth laser device with Flex-fit design 
for a comfortable, hands free treatment experience at CES 2017.

Dec. 16, 2016.  Boca Raton, FL.  HairMax, the pioneers of at-home laser hair regrowth technology and the global 
leader in the field, is proud to announce the launch of the newest laser device in the LaserBand range, the 
HairMax LaserBand 41. The official launch will take place at the Consumer Electronic Show (CES) Unveiled event 
in Las Vegas on Jan. 3, 2017 and will be exhibited at CES Beauty Tech, Jan. 5-8 at the Sands/Venetian exhibit 
halls G-H in Booth# BT301.

This new device is a smaller, sleeker version of the popular LaserBand 82, featuring a slim, Flex-Fit head band 
design and a lower price than the previous model.  The LaserBand 41 is the only laser hair growth device with 
an innovative flexible band design that adjusts to fit all head sizes comfortably.  The LaserBand 41 has been 
designed for speed, effectiveness, comfort and ease of use. It’s lightweight and battery powered, allowing for 
freedom of movement during treatment and portability while traveling.  The patented hair parting teeth, help 
to provide a highly effective treatment as they part your hair creating an unobstructed path for the laser light to 
reach your hair follicles. Without the parting teeth, hair would block a large amount of the laser light energy from 
reaching the scalp. Treatment is amongst the fastest available, as little as 3 minutes, 3 days a week.

“As the pioneer in the at-home hair growth laser device category, we are dedicated to offering the most advanced 
laser devices at various price points, making laser phototherapy for hair growth accessible to everyone,” said 
David Michaels, Managing Director of HairMax. “We’ve seen countless competitors come and go while we’ve 
stayed true to our commitment to quality, efficacy and safety.  We continue to expand our hair loss product 
offerings and seek ways to enhance the user experience.”

Working through the process of Photobiostimulation, the LaserBand delivers safe, nourishing light energy to 
stimulate hair follicles at a cellular level to promote hair growth, reverse thinning, restore your hair’s natural 
growth cycle and help grow fuller, denser hair. The LaserBand, delivers this therapeutic light energy through 41 
medical-grade lasers providing focused light energy, unlike LEDs which do not. The intensity of the laser light, 
the density of the laser light and the hair parting teeth work in unison to provide a highly efficacious hair loss 
treatment.

Like all HairMax laser devices, the LaserBand 41 is FDA Cleared to treat hereditary hair loss in both men and 
women. HairMax laser devices are proven effective in 7 clinical studies, with an average increase in hair count of 
129 new hairs per sq. in.

“We’re excited to launch the LaserBand 41 at the Beauty Tech Summit. The anti-aging market is growing 
exponentially as men and women alike, are looking for at home devices to help reverse the signs of aging and 
restore a more youthful appearance. Most people equate aging with wrinkles and sagging skin, however, one 
of the sure signs of aging is thinning, balding and lifeless hair.” Says, Francesca Dubsky, Director of Marketing. 
“HairMax fills that need by providing at home laser treatments to help reverse thinning and help regain youthful 
looking hair.”

The LaserBand 41 is now available for purchase on www.HairMax.com  with a NEW LAUNCH special offer, 
including a FREE 4pc HairMax for Density Thinning Hair Care bundle ($76 value).
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LASER LIGHT HAIR GROWTH DEVICES

HAIRMAX® LASERBAND 41

THE FIRST LASER HAIR GROWTH DEVICE 
WITH                        BAND DESIGN

BENEFITS

 Stimulates hair growth

 Treats hair loss

 Increases density and fullness

 Revitalizes damaged Hair

 Reverses the thinning process

 No adverse side effects

 Drug-free treatment

 FDA cleared* for men & women

FEATURES
 41 professional strength medical grade lasers (No LEDs)

 As little as 3 minutes treatment time

 Curved FLEX-FIT band design ensures uniform and even laser coverage

 Patented teeth effectively part hair ensuring maximum delivery of 
therapeutic light to your scalp

 Cordless and lightweight for comfort and freedom of movement

 Sleek, modern charging cradle
 Rechargeable battery

Experience new hair growth, increased density and healthier, 
fuller more vibrant hair with the revolutionary new HairMax 
LaserBand 41.

The new enhanced hands-free HairMax LaserBand delivers 
nourishing laser light to your scalp to energize and revitalize 
your hair follicles and REGROW YOUR HAIR.

This device is the only laser hair growth device with an 
innovative flexible band design that adjusts to fit all head sizes 
comfortably.  The LaserBand 41 has been designed for speed, 
effectiveness, comfort and ease of use. Weighing just 6oz., 
it allows for freedom of movement during use and portablity 
while traveling.  The  41 medical grade lasers and patented hair 
parting teeth, help to provide a highly effective treatment for 
hair loss and thinning hair. Treat your entire scalp in as little as 3 
minutes, 3 times a week.
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HAIRMAX® LASERBAND 82

THE WORLD’S FASTEST LASER DEVICE TO 
TREAT HAIR LOSS AND THINNING HAIR

BENEFITS

 Stimulates hair growth

 Treats hair loss

 Increases density and fullness

 Revitalizes damaged Hair

 Reverses the thinning process

 No adverse side effects

 Drug-free treatment

 FDA cleared* for men & women

FEATURES
 82 professional strength medical grade lasers (No LED’s)

 Less than 90 second treatment time

 Curved band design ensures uniform and even laser coverage

 Patented teeth effectively part hair ensuring maximum delivery of 
therapeutic light to your scalp

 Cordless and lightweight for comfort and freedom of movement

 Rechargeable battery

The new enhanced hands-free HairMax LaserBand cradles 
your scalp with nourishing laser light to energize and revitalize 
your hair follicles and REGROW YOUR HAIR. 

In as little as 90 SECONDS you can treat your entire scalp or 
easily target your problem areas from the front hair line to 
the back of your head in under 30 seconds per area. 

The  41 medical grade lasers and patented hair parting teeth, 
provide a highly effective treatment for hair loss and thinning 
hair. These specially-designed teeth, part your hair during 
treatment for maximum laser light delivery to your follicles to 
achieve optimal  hair growth results. 
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BENEFITS

 Stimulates hair growth

 Treats hair loss

 Increases density and fullness

 Revitalizes damaged Hair

 Reverses the thinning process

 No adverse side effects

 Drug-free treatment

 FDA cleared* for men & women

FEATURES
 82 professional strength medical grade lasers (No LED’s)

 Less than 90 second treatment time

 Curved band design ensures uniform and even laser coverage

 Patented teeth effectively part hair ensuring maximum delivery of 
therapeutic light to your scalp

 Cordless and lightweight for comfort and freedom of movement

 Rechargeable battery

HOW HAIRMAX LASER DEVICES WORK

Laser light energizing hair follicles to stimulate hair growth

HairMax lasers part hair for optimal laser light delivery Hair blocks laser light from scalp in hooded devices without teeth

SCIENCE OF HAIRMAX® LASER PHOTOTHERAPY
Working through a process called Photobiostimulation, HairMax® delivers therapeutic, nourishing light energy 
to your hair follicles. This boost of laser light energy revitalizes and enlivens weakened hair follicles, restores your 
hair’s natural growth cycle, reverses the thinning process and stimulates new hair growth with increased density, 
fullness and vibrancy.

HAIR PARTING TEETH EXCLUSIVE TO HAIRMAX 
Hair is a natural photo-protectant designed to keep light from reaching the scalp. To overcome this, HairMax 
laser devices  have a patented teeth mechanism which parts the hair to allow for maximum delivery of laser light 
energy to the follicles and achieve optimal hair growth benefits. This is a significant advantage to laser hair loss 
treatment with HairMax.
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
Our proprietary 3 part synergistic system - the patented hair parting teeth, the laser light intensity and laser light 
density work in unison to provide a highly efficacious treatment for hair loss and thinning hair. 

LASER LIGHT DENSITY LASER LIGHT INTENSITY

HAIR PARTING TEETH

3
PART
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SEEING IS BELIVING 

REAL USERS. REAL RESULTS.  

BENEFITS OF HAIRMAX

26 WEEKS26 WEEKS

FEMALE

BEFORE

         Circle: Revival of dormant follicles marco-legend-rectangle         Rectangle: Singluar hair increases to multiple hairs growing 
from one follicle macro-legend-oval         Oval: Vellus (thin, wispy hair) transformed into Terminal hair (thicker stronger)

MALE

AFTER

BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER

BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER

Activates
Hair Follicles
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Aging Hair

Repairs 
Damaged Hair

Reverses
Thinning Hair

Stimulates New 
Hair Growth

Strengthens and 
Thickens Hair

Treats
Hair Loss
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CELEBRITY BRAND AMBASSADOR

ANA QUINCOCES

Ana Quincoces is available for media interviews - English and Spanish

I’m very excited to work with HairMax as their Brand Ambassador. HairMax is a brand I’ve grown to believe 
in and trust. As someone in the public eye, my hair always needs to look its best. I’ve mistreated it over the 

years with color, extensions and more heat styling than I care to remember. My hair started thinning not just 
from over treatment but just plain old aging. Who knew hair aged too? For many of us, our self confidence is 
tied in some way to our appearance and our hair is a huge part of that. That is how I came across Hair Max. I 
love their message to both women and men, that there IS something you can do to reverse thinning hair and 
keep it looking its very best.”

Ana Quincoces

Ana Quincoces, a lawyer - turned-chef - turned TV personality, now adds 
Brand Ambassador to her credentials.  Known for her no-nonsense and 
unpretentious attitude, she starred on seasons two and three of the hit 
Bravo series, The Real Housewives of Miami, where cameras followed the 
fan-favorite Cuban dynamo through her daily life as a partner at her law 
firm, mother of two daughters, celebrity chef and author.

A native of Miami and a certified “foodie”, she has authored three 
cookbooks and has earned a slot as a contestant on the 12th season of 
Food Network’s smash hit, “Food Network Star”, where she competed 
against 11 other contestants for the ultimate goal of their own show. Ana 
has appeared as a co-host on The View, she was featured demonstrating 
her cooking skills on popular TV show, The Chew and also has had 
appearances on The Today Show and CNN Espanol. Ana splits her time 
between Miami and New York City and enjoys spending time with her 
daughters, participating in speaking engagements and now, working 
with HairMax as a Brand Ambassador.
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DEN•SI•TY HAIR FIBERS
Build volume, density, and thickness in seconds. HairMax Hair Fibers are keratin protein hair building particles 
that blend and statically cling to your existing hair to hide thinning areas.They instantly provide a dramatic 
increase in the density and volume of your hair and natural looking scalp coverage.

THINNING HAIR & SCALP TREATMENTS

THE HAIRMAX® FOR DEN•SI•TY COLLECTION
Shampoo, Conditioner, Revitalizer & Activator
INNOVATION, TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENCE  SYNERGISTICALLY COMBINED TO GIVE YOU 
UNPARALLELED RESULTS. 

HairMax brings a scientific approach to hair care. We combine leading edge technology with innovative formulas 
specifically targeted for thinning hair.

HairMax for den·si·ty thinning hair and scalp treatments. Grounded in science, these high performance formulas 
deliver unparalleled results. Designed to cleanse, nourish, revitalize and fortify your follicles for denser, thicker, 
fuller looking hair.

DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
Our natural vitamin complex is blended with clinically-proven hair strengtheners to help support healthier hair. 

SULFATE
FREE

SAFE FOR
COLOR TREATED HAIR

AVAILABLE 
IN 9 COLORS 


